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Meet the men of the internationally famous rock band, Sphere of Irony. From the poor suburbs of London to
the outrageous wealth of Los Angeles, Adam, Dax, Gavin, and Hawke, each make their own journey to the
bright spotlight of fame. INCITE- Adam & Ellie: Growing up poor in Hackney, Adam only lives for music.
Formerly middle class, Ellie is in culture shock at her new, and rough, Hackney school. When Adam saves
Ellie from being assaulted by a classmate, they begin the ups and downs of a relationship that spans years and
two continents. STRIKE- Dax & Kate: Dax and his brothers are raised to join the family business outside
London—illegal underground fighting. Kate is an up and coming soccer star with a massive crush on the
unattainable Dax Davies. Dax moves to LA to escape his family and chase his dream of becoming a rock star
and Kate moves to LA courtesy of a soccer scholarship to UCLA. The sunshine of southern California would
be the perfect backdrop to explore being a couple. Only, fate has something else in mind. RESIST- Gavin &
Mitch: (M/M) Take one petulant rockstar, one twitchy ex-FBI agent, throw in a deadly stalker, and watch
sparks fly. Gavin Walker has a fan. A dangerous one. Ex-serial killer profiler, Mitch Hale hates spoiled
celebrities. When he’s hired to track down whoever is sending ‘gifts’ to the famous bass player, Mitch finds
more than just a crazy criminal. WRECK-Hawke & Abby: Hawke Evans is the drummer for the Grammy
winning Sphere of Irony. The quiet, tattooed and pierced hottie behind a pair of geek chic glasses is hiding a
seriously troubled adrenaline junkie with a death wish. Abby Kessler is studying psychology at UCLA. Her
desire to help those fighting mental illness stems from a life-changing incident in her past. They make the

worst couple possible, yet the magnetic pull never ens, not over time, distance, or seemingly unsurmountable
obstacles.

